
Wallace Basement Finish – 153 S Park Blvd

Inspector References Notes:

Stairs to basement were finished when home was built in 2008 - including entry door, sprinkler, 
railings, drywall, lights, carpet on stairs.

Under-stair area is to be dry-walled, floored for closet space (~20 sf).

Back-flow valve and meter assy are to be chased (floor to ceiling) to provide service access (~ 14 sf);
center opening pair of 30" doors provide access.

Bathroom drains and vents were already roughed-in for shower, toilet, and vanity.  Will finish these out 
and run water to fixtures.   Adding 70cfm bathroom exhaust fan, which will be run beneath floor joists 
through adjacent mech. room to south rim-joist to outside.

Bathroom will be stud-walled / dry-walled to form enclosed space as shown in drawing (approx 6'1" x 
11'5" - less 30 degree corner cut) ~ 65 sf.  Portion adjacent to foundation wall will have 2.5" Insofast 
studs/EPS + 3.5" stud-wall for 6" from perimeter wall to shower-pan.  Shower standing clearance will 
be  6'10".

Mechanicals Room will have Insofast studs/EPS covered with 1/2" drywall on foundation wall sides 
and 2x4 stud-wall with dry-wall on other two sides.  The entry to the mechanical room is via pair of 
tracked bi-fold full height doors spanning 5' -- this allows access to humidifier on intake side of furnace 
as well.  The mech. room dimensions are 11'6" x 9'7" or ~ 100 sf.

Existing basement windows and ventilation were installed in 2008 and were spec'd for occupancy of 
basement.  Window well on north side has escape ladder attached.   Windows are sliding style and 
easily allow access to window wells which have covers removable from the inside.

Basement has 7 existing sprinklers.  The fire-sprinkler subcontractor will provide drawings and notes 
describing the changes to be made to accommodate the finished basement.   It is noteworthy that we are 
not changing the family-room areas (the "L") so the existing sprinklers there will continue to provide 
the same spray coverage.

There will be a 6'5" open passage forming an "L" layout in the finished basement.  This opening is 
positioned under a 6" width I-beam with centered 8" thick  side walls.

The electrical service  panel and automatic transfer switch are located in the south-east corner of the 
basement (side by side).  This area will be chased floor to ceiling in such a way that the panels are fully 
accessible for maintenance without encumbrance via a pair of 2' center opening doors (~5 sf).

We have sought approval of a product known as Insofast EX 2.5, which consists of 2'x4' panels of 
integrated polymer stud and EPS.  It is intended for use with poured concrete walls and is pre-
channeled for running horizontal and vertical conduits between dovetailed panels (obviously this means 
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perimeter electrical conduits will be mechanically attached to our concrete walls first).  Insofast EX 
2.5, when covered with 1/2" drywall achieves a long-term effective R-rating of 15, will not support 
mildew, provides a moisture barrier without extra sheeting, and meets fire specs.   We will fire-stop the 
EPS at the 7'6" top of our concrete walls.

Electrical service work (outlets, switches, lights) are as described in the electrical drawing.  Please note 
that the drawing as provided shows the north-south support beams and HVAC ducting in the drawings 
to clearly indicate why ceiling lights are positioned as they are.

HVAC contractor recommends running one additional 8x8 feed from the 92KBTU furnace to supply 
three additional basement HC ducts.  The 8x8 duct will run E-W between floor joists to just past the I-
beam then branch as room ducts East(1) and North(2).  An existing duct in the basement entry will 
continue to be used and an additional duct will be installed off the HC main duct above the bathroom.

Other HVAC work includes changing the shape of the air-box ducting over the shower area so that it 
does not hang down so far (to meet shower headroom requirement) and installing  ducting for the 
bathroom exhaust fan. This fan exhausts to the south side of the house through the rim-joist near where 
the furnace and water-heater vents are located.

We have contracted with professional electrical, plumbing, HVAC, and fire-sprinkler subcontractors to 
provide all these services.  Refer to the permit application for contractor information.
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X-ray Isometric view of basement – note beams (80” over concrete) are the low pass points in the 
basement.  We will be using ½ inch thick floating floor tile and will soffit the beams with ½ inch 
drywall – so final pass through under beams will be 79” (6' 7”).   The nominal ceiling height will be 
89” between floor tile and ceiling tile elsewhere.

This view also shows under-joist ducting for the air-intake and HC ducts.  These ducts are at 84” 
nominal height.
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Floor plan showing all enclosed areas, windows, doors, and side walls – see  wall drawing for 
perimeter specs.
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I've added a first pass at interior wall framing (stud-drawings) – I'm assuming that with all the stuff 
running across the ceiling joists (water, gas, conduit, ducts) I cannot expect to have the top plate of
the studwalls generally connected the joists.   The drawing below shows this expectation – the only 
points connected to joists are those shown with a doubled top plate.  Not shown are all the soffits and
chaises that will be part of the project.   This is the first step to allow plumbing, HVAC, and electrical
to be completed and inspected.   The stud walls are as low as 80” and as high as 92” as shown based on
obstructions.  

Insofast EX 2.5 will be installed around perimeter walls – the drawings show the interior stud-walls
terminating against the Insofast (it may be necessary to anchor a stud-wall through the Insofast into
concrete – that is TBD.

Note – 2x6 wall is UNDER the 6x10.5” beam (pass through is open 6' 7”.   The mechanical room and 
bath have standard height doors and with trim require the 2x4 stud-wall be built 4 ½ “ thick, just in 
front of the 2 beam. 
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Perimeter wall information shows interlocked 2'x4' Insofast panels – also showing I-beam dimensions 
and floor tile.
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The electrical drawing shows outlets, switches, and lights to be added; as well as existing lights and 
switches.  Please note the comments and legends on the drawing.   Also note that under joist HVAC
ducting and structural I-beams are included in the drawing to help understand the positioning of lights 
(especially the can lights near the north-east wall section).

Most new conduit will run along the perimeter walls and will be mechanically fastened to the concrete; 
this differs from traditional stud-wall construction with cavity insulation on perimeter walls - 
as we are using Insofast EX 2.5 panels which will be bonded to the concrete walls after the conduit is 
in place.

The last page is a photo of the existing slide to open basement window type (note the escape ladder 
attached to the well).
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